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Best Indian Restaurant - Central London
Mango Indian is a unique Indian restaurant located close to the famous London Borough Market
and the Shard in the heart of London. We invited Owner Sorowar Khan to tell us more about this
exquisite eatery and the range of dishes it provides.
Situated in the heart of London, Mango Indian offers
a perfect combination of authentic Indian cuisine
and a relaxed, friendly atmosphere. Sorowar is keen
to highlight the restaurant’s focus on providing the
perfect Indian dining experience to its guests.
“At Mango Indian we have stripped its menu back
to basics rather than follow suit with a traditional
Brit-Indian menu. We wanted to give our diners an
authentic and true Indian dining experience.
“As such, our chefs went back to basic Indian
cooking principles and took all the classic ingredients
and traditional methods of cooking which are at
the very heart of traditional Indian cooking. Taking
these ingredients and methods, they fused them
with a modern culinary twist. The result is beautiful,
traditional and authentic Indian dishes packed with
fresh flavours and aromas that leap off the palate
to create an explosion of taste on your palate. The
rich masalas and ingredients such as fenugreek
and jeera pack such a punch that even the most
jaded of palates are re-ignited. But Mango Indian
wanted to push boundaries further. With all the bold
flavours being used we needs to introduce subtlety
to compliment these flavours and tastes of the new
menu. Simple additions such as the inclusion of the
delicate curry leaf and tempered mustard seeds lifted
our dishes to new heights.”

Overall, India is full of culture and tradition when it
comes to cooking, and Sorowar believes that Mango
Indian’s focus on providing the most authentic,
sumptuous menu and excellent hospitality is what
sets the establishment apart and marks it out as the
best possible option for anyone seeking a real Indian
dining experience.
“Ultimately, our menu here at Mango Indian includes
dishes that demonstrate and understand these
traditions. Mango Indian is a modern, comfortable,
stylish and intimate Indian restaurant where you
can sit back, relax and enjoy the fantastic menu
of eastern tradition fused with modern culinary
expertise.”

“Sorowar is keen
to highlight the
restaurant’s focus
on providing the
perfect Indian dining
experience to its
guests.”
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